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Developing new products for the 
Indian supermarket shelf, Surya 
Foods has invested in a new 
fully automated cakeline from 

Holland. 

cake is a relative new product for India 
and an obvious alternative to the well 
spread cookie and biscuit products. cake 
needs special care and the product will be 
considered as a luxurious variety in the 
sweet bakery market. The cake also lends 
itself for a new section in the supermarket 
shelf that eventually will expand with new 
varieties and many colours and flavours. 
cake is soft and tender and can be produced 
as a fresh product or as a long shelflife 
product. 

The first steps have been taken by Surya 

Layer cake 
and Swissroll 
line in India

We can distinct 5 
major sections: 

Foods (division of priyagold co. ltd) by 
investing in this total new line from rgF 
Applications Holland (www.rgfholland.
eu) that supplied all the machinery for this 
project. 

The cake line has been designed to 
work continuously without human 
interference and after the ingredients for 
the batter and the cream are entering the 
systems, there is no human contact with 
the product anymore, until it is safely 
sealed and packed by the flow-wrapping 
machines. The line is fully automated by 
sensors and synchronized movements 
and all these controls are supervised by 
a number of plc systems that keep track 
of the total performance of the products 
on the line. 

1. cake batter preparation by Trefa BV 
(www.trefa.nl) : ingredients according 
to the recipe are mixed into a specially 
designed mixer to make a pumpable 
batter and a pump transports that to 
a temperature and level controlled 
buffertank. From here the product 
pump picks up the batter for continuous 
aeration and directly sheeting on the 
oven belt. 

2. Baking is done by a continuous 
tunneloven made by Den Boer oven 
Systems Holland (www.denboerbs.nl). 
The cake batter is extruded as a sheet of 
product on the steel band that leads the 
batter through a section of preheating, 
baking and finishing. resulting in a 
baked cakesheet of adjustable thickness.
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fast and efficient and also recipes can be 
changed-over with minimal loss of product. 
The automation in the line prevents human 
handling and therefore the products are 
manufactured in an ultra-hygienic manner, 
thus making it easy to make also the long-
shelflife cakes for the market. 

The line has been installed and is running 
and when the packaging section is 
operational, the product can be launched 
on the market. 

rgF Holland considers this a start for more 
Cakelines to come. The product fits the 
Indian lifestyle and by the wide variation 
of flavours, colours, shapes and sizes, 
this product can soon be a winner in the 
Indian market, which has been desperately 
waiting for new product releases. 

For more information please contact RGF 
Applications Holland (info@rgfholland.eu)
or our local representation Mr. 
Lakhbir Mutchall at BBL Foods, Hyderabad 
(bblfoods@gmail.com).

3. cooling of the baked cake is done by 
transporting the cakesheet on a cooling 
belt, where the cake is exposed to a 
temperature and humidity controlled 
airflow. 

5. Finishing of the cakes by Tromp BV 
(www.tromp.nl) where, by cutting, 
rolling, cream and/or jam application, 
folding and positioning, the products 
are continuously delivered to the flow-
wrapping packaging machines. 

The line has been designed to make 3 
different products named as layer cake, 
Mini rolls and Swissrolls or Bigrolls. The 
changeover between the products is 

4. preparation of the cream by Trefa BV 
(www.trefa.nl): ingredients according 
to the recipe are fed in the premixers 
to make a pumpable cream that will 
be continuously aerated to make a 

smooth and light cream with a perfect 
mouthfeel. Again without anybody 
touching anything, the cream is applied 
on the cake products.
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